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SAN FRANCISCO: Google’s latest Chromebook laptop
will be specially designed for corporate customers in
an effort to get more workers off machines powered
by Microsoft’s dominant Windows software. The
Chromebook unveiled Thursday will be made by Dell
and will go on sale Sept. 17.  Prices will range from
$400 to $900, a step up from a line of bare-bones
Chromebooks that have been selling for as low as
$150 since Google teamed up with Hisense and Haier
to make those devices.  The cheap Chromebooks have
helped make the laptops popular in classrooms, but
they haven’t made many inroads in offices.

Google Inc. is trying to win over corporate cus-

tomers with the Dell Chromebook 13, which offers
more flexibility to run a variety of apps that haven’t
been easily accessible on previous Chromebooks. The
laptops also offer more controls for corporate adminis-
trators to limit access and set rules for how workers
can use them. Apple also has been trying to boost cor-
porate sales of its iPad tablet in a year-old partnership
with business technology specialist IBM Corp. and a
wide variety of office app makers.  Microsoft, mean-
while, is pinning its hopes on Windows 10, a recently
released version of the operating system designed to
run smoothly on personal computers, tablets and
smartphones.  

Various PC manufacturers that building Windows
machines for decades have been working with Google
to design lightweight laptops running on the Chrome
operating system since 2011. The new machine from
Dell joins Google’s line-up of other high-end, business-
focused devices that include the Asus Chromebook
Flip and Chromebook Pixel. The Chromebooks will
remain a part of Google later this year after the com-
pany splinters under an umbrella organization called
Alphabet Inc. that will oversee a hodgepodge of busi-
nesses and experimental projects delving into medical
research, city management, drone delivery and driver-
less cars. — AP 

Dell to sell Google Chromebook tailored for corporate users

NEW YORK: What’s in a name? Most corpo-
rate naming experts say Google’s decision to
reorganize its businesses under a new hold-
ing company called “Alphabet” is close to let-
ter perfect. Because it is part of Google’s cor-
porate structure, Alphabet is not likely to
become part of the lexicon like “Googling”
did; it will mainly be used on Wall Street. But
the name Alphabet itself is simple and fits
with Google’s reputation as being “user
friendly and elementary,” says Tom Sepanski,
naming and verbal identity director of brand-
ing firm Landor. “Something about it is so
fundamental,” adds Sagi Haviv, a partner at
identity firm Chermayeff & Geismar & Haviv.
“It’s a metaphor, just like any word can be cre-
ated out of the alphabet, any concept can be
realized.” The move by Google highlights
how important corporate names are. Google
joins a long line of companies that have creat-
ed quirky, confusing and sometimes hard-to-
pronounce company names.

Creating a corporate name - or changing it
- is a delicate balance. A good name must
convey what the company stands for. It
should be catchy, too. But sometimes creative
names backfire: When Kraft Foods spun off its
snack food division and named it Mondelez in
2012, for instance, the reaction was not
enthusiastic. The New York Post ran a head-
line that simply asked: “MONDEWHAAAT?”
Other times, boring names are met with criti-
cism. When HP named its research division
Agilent in 1999, some critics deemed it too
lackluster.

Name game
Most naming experts agree that Google

struck the right balance with Alphabet. “We
think about a name as a first word in a story
but not the whole story,” said Nikolas Contis,
global director of naming and branding firm
Siegel+Gale. “In each case, it’s what’s the sim-
ple idea expressed through surprising lan-
guage.” Nikolas Contis, global director of
naming and branding firm Siegel + Gale, said
Alphabet ranks up there with Apple and
Amazon and more recently, Uber. They infuse
a simple word with key brand attributes.
Amazon’s name, for example, helped convey
the company’s aggressive growth plans from
an online bookseller into an e-commerce
powerhouse that could expand into every-
thing from drones to cloud services, Contis
said. “It was utterly simple and very strategic,”
he said. More recently, the name of ride-shar-
ing app Uber - which basically means a
supreme version of something - helped peo-

ple understand that the company was trying
to reinvent the taxi business, Contis said. “The
best names explode conventions and create
new references points,” he said.

Alpha-bet
Google is staying mum about how they

came up with the name, but CEO Larry Page
explained key reasoning in a blog post. “We
liked the name Alphabet because it means a
collection of letters that represent language,
one of humanity’s most important innova-
tions, and is the core of how we index with
Google search,” he wrote. “We also like that it
means alpha-bet (Alpha is investment return
above benchmark), which we strive for.”

Because the word is a commonly used
word, Google likely invested heavily in it, i.e.
buying licenses or companies with relevant
trademarks, said Landor’s Sepanski. Although
some companies and brands can exist with
the same name (think Dove soap and Dove
chocolate), the simpler the name, the more
likely that someone owns the trademark. “It
was probably a very expensive name,” he
said. “Most real-world names are taken. It’s

hard for me to believe they could register the
trademark without a lot of money trading
hands behind the scenes.”

Building blocks
In the end, the name works because it fits

in with Google’s brand, said David Placek,
founder of Lexicon Branding in Sausalito,
California. “Something as fun and simple as
alphabet works for them,” he said. “If Bank of
America created a holding company called
Alphabet, I think it would be met with good
deal of skepticism.” Google says the new
holding company will provide an umbrella for
its separate divisions like Nest, which makes
Internet-connected home appliances, and
Calico, which is conducting cutting-edge
health research, more independence. The
segmentation of Google divisions under the
Alphabet banner helps the name fit too.
“They probably did need a holding company
to open things up, and show what they’re
doing and where they’re spending money,”
Placek said. “So they’re getting a positive
reception based on that, and also people just
like the name.” — AP 
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Australian court 

sides with Internet

firms in piracy row

SYDNEY: Australians who illegally downloaded
the movie “Dallas Buyers Club” will not be
asked to pay for the film just yet, after the
Federal Court on Friday decided not to release
their names and addresses. The Federal Court
ruled in favor of Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) who had argued that the release of their
customers’ details could lead to the practice of
“speculative invoicing” in which web users are
asked to pay large bills or face legal action.

One of the ISPs, iiNet, said it was extremely
pleased with the decision. “From the outset,
we’ve never supported online copyright
infringement but we couldn’t sit by and have
our customers bullied by way of speculative
invoicing,” said chief executive David
Buckingham. 

Buckingham said iiNet believed copyright
infringement was best addressed by studios
making their content available in a more
affordable and timely manner. In April, the
court ordered the six ISPs to hand over the
names and physical addresses of the customers
associated with 4,726 Internet protocol (IP)
addresses allegedly used to share the film
online using peer-to-peer file-sharing network
BitTorrent.

But an immediate stay was put on the
release of their details until Dallas Buyers Club
(DBC), the company which owns the rights to
the movie, explained exactly what it would be
seeking in compensation. Justice Nye Perram
said he saw no difficulty in DBC suing those
who illegally downloaded the film for the cost
of an actual purchase of a single copy of the
film for each copy downloaded and the costs
associated with obtaining each infringer’s
name. But he said other claims based on the
uploads and downloads of a file of the movie
on torrent sites were less tenable, including
one in which DBC sought a one-off licence fee
for each uploader.

“The idea that any court would assess DBC’s
damages on the basis that BitTorrent users who
were going to share the film over the BitTorrent
network would have avoided infringement by
approaching DBC to negotiate a distribution
arrangement in return for a licence fee is so sur-
real as not to be taken seriously,” he said.
Perram said he would release names to DBC if it
paid a Aus$600,000 (US$440,000) bond and
met other conditions. “Because DBC has no
presence in Australia the court is unable to
punish it for contempt if it fails to honor that
undertaking,” he said in his decision.  “I will
therefore require its undertaking to be secured
by the lodging of a bond.” Australia is one of
the world’s top illegal downloaders of televi-
sion shows such as “Game of Thrones”. — AFP

What’s in the name?

SAN FRANCISCO: Sundar Pichai speaking at a media event at Dogpatch Studios in
San Francisco, California. Google has unveiled a new corporate structure, creating a
parent company dubbed Alphabet led by chief executive Larry Page, with the
Internet search unit as one of several entities. In a surprise announcement, Page
said Alphabet will be the umbrella company for the tech giant’s research arm X Lab,
investment unit Google Ventures and health and science operations, as well as the
search unit Google, whose CEO will be current vice president Sundar Pichai. — AFP 


